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‘Breaking Bread’ in Milton Officials: Dozens

die in boat fire
off California

BY STEFANIE DAZIO
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SANTA BARBARA,
Calif. — When the mayday
call came in, authorities
in Southern California
quickly realized they were
facing just about the worst
firefighting scenario imaginable: A boat fully ablaze
far out to sea in the middle
of the night with one narrow stairway out for over 30
sleeping passengers.
“You couldn’t ask for a

Business has expanded
BY KEVIN MERTZ

BY KEVIN MERTZ/THE STANDARD-JOURNAL

Jason Letteer stands inside the kitchen of his business,
Breaking Bread Company. The business now operates out

The Standard-Journal

MILTON — A business
which started 12 years ago
at the Lewisburg Farmer’s

Market has expanded into an
Jason Letteer said Breakendeavor which is now based ing Bread Company was
out of a landmark Milton
Bread, Page A3
location.

worse situation,” Santa
Barbara County Sheriff
Bill Brown said at a Monday news conference.
Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr.
Matthew Kroll says at least
25 people on a recreational
scuba-diving trip died and
the search will continue
through the night for the
nine others still missing. He
says five others have been
found but not recovered due
Fire, Page A6

Deadly Dorian pounds
relentlessly at
desperate Bahamas
BY RAMON ESPINOSA,
the Grand Bahama airport
DÁNICA COTO AND MICHAEL under 6 feet of water. At
least five people died and 21
WEISSENSTEIN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FREEPORT, Bahamas —
Hurricane Dorian came to
a catastrophic daylong halt
over the northwest Bahamas, flooding the islands of
Abaco and Grand Bahama
with walls of water that
lapped into the second floors
of buildings, trapped people in attics and drowned

injured people were airlifted to the capital by the U.S.
Coast Guard, Bahamas officials said.
“We are in the midst of a
historic tragedy,” Prime Minister Hubert Minnis said.
“The devastation is unprecedented and extensive.”
Dorian, Page A3
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Sackrey colleagues gather to dedicate library

BY MATT FARRAND/THE STANDARD-JOURNAL

Joseph Detelj and Harvey Partica spoke Friday at the dedication of the Radical Lending
Library in memory of the late Charles Sackrey Jr., a well-known local activist and scholar.
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“In the arts, the critic is the only
independent source of information.
The rest is advertising.” — Pauline
Kael, American movie critic (19192001).
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